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• Pest Management Regulatory Agency

• Branch of Health Canada

• Regulates pesticide use in Canada

• Under the authority of the Pest Control Products Act 

• Approx. 450 employees (~330 scientists)

• No research

Introduction: Overview of PMRA
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PMRA



During the first VFS workshop,
PMRA agreed to explore how
VFSMOD could be used in the
regulatory context.

Outline of today’s presentation

Introduction: Outline of presentation
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Current 
Approach 
on VFS

VFSMOD
Potential 

Next Steps



• VFS are mentioned on the label of all pesticides used in the field.

• VFS may be recommended as a best practice to reduce runoff (non 
enforceable) or may be mandatory (enforceable).

• Few pesticides have a mandatory VFS (n < 10). 

• At this time, PMRA requires a mandatory VFS for persistent and highly
sorptive pesticides when risk to aquatic non-target organisms from 
runoff has been identified and there is supporting information to 
demonstrate that a VFS would effectively mitigate the risks. 

• The width of the mandatory VFS is 10 metres, perpendicular to the bank 
of any down-gradient surface water aquatic habitat. 

• The 10m width was determined first for permethrin and was carried over 
to other pesticides on a case-by case basis. 

Current Approach on VFS

Current Approach: Summary
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The rationale 
behind the 10m 
width is provided in 
the re-evaluation 
decision document 
for permethrin 
(RVD2019-11, 
pages 18 - 19):

Current Approach: Rationale for 10m width
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Under ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS:

To reduce runoff from treated areas into aquatic habitats, avoid 
application to areas with a moderate to steep slope, compacted soil, or 
clay.

Avoid application when heavy rain is forecast. 

To reduce risk to aquatic organisms from run-off, a vegetative filter strip 
of at least 10 metres wide between the field edge and adjacent, downhill 
aquatic habitats must be observed, as specified under DIRECTIONS 
FOR USE.

Under DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

A Vegetative Filter Strip (VFS) of at least 10 metres wide must be 
constructed and maintained. The VFS is required between the field edge 
and adjacent, downhill aquatic habitats to reduce risk to aquatic 
organisms from run-off. Aquatic habitats include, but are not limited to, 
lakes, reservoirs, rivers, permanent streams, marshes or natural ponds, 
and estuaries.

The VFS is to be composed of grasses and may also include shrubs, 
trees, or other vegetation. Additional guidance can be found on the 
PMRA Environmental Risk Mitigation webpages. 

Both VFS and spray drift buffer zones must be observed.

Best Practice

Current Approach: Label language
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Under ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS:

To reduce runoff from treated areas into 
aquatic habitats avoid application to areas 
with a moderate to steep slope, compacted 
soil, or clay.

Avoid application when heavy rain is 
forecast. 

Contamination of aquatic areas as a result of 
runoff may be reduced by including a 
vegetative filter strip between the treated 
area and the edge of the water body.

Mandatory



Current Approach: VFS Fact Sheet
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Current Approach: VFS Fact Sheet
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• A VFS is a permanently vegetated strip of land constructed along the 
downslope edge of a field, where it meets the water body

• Not the same as a buffer zone



Current Approach: VFS Fact Sheet
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• While VFS are 
permanent, the 
location of buffer 
zones depend 
on wind direction

• Aquatic buffer 
zones and VFS 
are not additive

• Terrestrial buffer 
zones do not 
apply to VFS



Current Approach: VFS Fact Sheet
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• Simple advice on design and maintenance



Current Approach: VFS Poster
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Current Approach: VFS Poster
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• Different mechanisms for sorptive vs. soluble pesticides

• Our current policy focuses only on highly sorptive pesticides



Current Approach: VFS Poster
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• 10 m width falls 
within other 
national 
legislations 

• Provincial 
requirements may 
differ from label 
requirements



Current Approach: VFS Poster
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Modelling can be used to

• Confirm effectiveness without field data

• Explore effectiveness for soluble compounds

• Consider site specific parameters



Details in PMRA presentation by J. Westgate

Objective 1: Connect VFSMOD with PWC

Objective 2: Relevance of the 10m width

• For highly sorptive compounds that have a mandatory 10m VFS, does the 
modelling predict concentrations below the toxicity threshold with the VFS? 

• Would a VFS < 10 metres also be effective?

• What about soluble compounds? 

• How does the modelled reduction in exposure with a VFS compare with 
data from our literature search?

Objective 3: Sensitivity analysis

• What are the important factors to consider when modelling, but also when 
thinking about field implementation? 

Explorations with VFSMOD

VFSMOD
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Ideas for a Regulatory Framework

Ideas for implementation
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Risk Assessment

Where in the process would VFS modelling be used?

What would trigger it?

What would be the purpose of the VFS modelling?

Aquatic 
risk

VFS 
Factors? VFSMOD

From run-off 
assessment, using 
modelled exposure 
estimates from PWC 

Could be a screening step 
(model only is a VFS is 
likely to be effective)?



Ideas for a Regulatory Framework

Ideas for implementation
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Risk Mitigation

What would the label say?

What can support implementation in the field?

Risk 
assessment

Label 
language

Online 
Calculator

Confirmation that 
VFS are effective

Range of widths based 
on field considerations

Default 
width



Address outstanding questions on modelling

• Confidence in the model?

• How do we ensure version control?

• Simpler model for regulatory purposes? 

• How can we promote harmonization in North America? 

Determine best direction for a draft regulatory framework for PMRA

• Solidify approach

• Gather information on field implementation

• Get feedback from end users

• Identify gaps

• Find opportunities for collaboration

Looking forward to working with all of you! 

PMRA Workshop Outcomes

Workshop Outcomes
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